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Nous interprétons spontanément nos stimulations sensorielles.

Nous nous formons instantanément des représentations
sociales de nos interlocuteurs, notamment grâce aux
expressions de leur visage et de leur voix
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High-level social inferences from faces

Figure 1. Statistical models of faces. An individual face stimulus can be represented as a vector in a dimensional space. With synthetic face stimuli, one can omit dimensions
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statistical face space with two dimensions representing face shape. (b) Illustration of statistical face space with two dimensions representing face reflectance.
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High-level social inferences from speech
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First Impressions of Personality from Voices

Abstract
On hearing a novel voice, listeners readily form personality impressions of that speaker. Accurate or not, these impressions
are known to affect subsequent interactions; yet the underlying psychological and acoustical bases remain poorly
understood. Furthermore, hitherto studies have focussed on extended speech as opposed to analysing the instantaneous
impressions we obtain from first experience. In this paper, through a mass online rating experiment, 320 participants rated
64 sub-second vocal utterances of the word ‘hello’ on one of 10 personality traits. We show that: (1) personality judgements
of brief utterances from unfamiliar speakers are consistent across listeners; (2) a two-dimensional ‘social voice space’ with
axes mapping Valence (Trust, Likeability) and Dominance, each driven by differing combinations of vocal acoustics,
adequately summarises ratings in both male and female voices; and (3) a positive combination of Valence and Dominance
results in increased perceived male vocal Attractiveness, whereas perceived female vocal Attractiveness is largely controlled
by increasing Valence. Results are discussed in relation to the rapid evaluation of personality and, in turn, the intent of
others, as being driven by survival mechanisms via approach or avoidance behaviours. These findings provide empirical
bases for predicting personality impressions from acoustical analyses of short utterances and for generating desired
personality impressions in artificial voices.

à A robust code to infer first-impressions
from the acoustical features of speech
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Probing the processing of complex
auditory signals in high-level judgments
• The prosodic information (pitch, loudness, timing, …) conveyed by speech
signals is crucial for social interaction
• Pitch is the dimension that conveys most of the information about a
speaker’s traits, social and emotional states.
• Social inferences mainly rely on pitch dynamics (i.e. intonation)

àHow are social judgments inferred from dynamic pitch patterns?
Reverse-correlation constitutes a powerful approach to examine such question
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Fig. 2. Four noisy face images produced by superimposing sinusoidal noise over the identical base image. Different
patterns of the noise can render the resultant image as looking male or female and happy or unhappy. A sample of
observers judged panel a as an unhappy male, panels b and c as happy females, and panel d as a happy male. (In
the actual experiment, an individual subject made only a single classification judgment, e.g., happy or unhappy.)

As noted previously, the Schyns, Bonnar, and Gosselin (2002) method localizes the regions
that observers employ to discriminate one picture from another. We can compare our results to
theirs by noting the regions of our classification images that are of high contrast. The results for
the two methods are in good agreement on a coarse level for the expression and gender tasks
in assigning high value to the regions around the eyes and mouth, respectively. For identity,
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Reverse correlating social faces reveals internal templates
(Dotsh & Todorov, Social Psychological and Personality Science 2012)
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Reverse-correlation in audition

Historically: with low-level stimuli
• Both in auditory and visual domains to explore lowlevel mechanisms using (very) basic stimuli (since the
seminal work of Ahumada et al. in the 70’s)
• Various examples can be shown, ranging from linear to
second-order nonlinear analyses
• Models can be used to simulate human behavior,
serving as a basis for comparing groups’ / observers’
processing differences
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Toward high-level audio stimuli?
• Only a few very recent studies in the auditory domain
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Using reverse-correlation to uncover social
inferences from speech?

Itinéraire d'un enfant gâté (Claude Lelouch, 1988)

Uncovering social inferences from speech?

a dominant, trustworthy and sad person

es?
u
c
h
c
i
h
W
• It is particularly challenging to access mental representations, as one
needs to design experimental paradigms and stimuli that cover the
whole range of representations human observers might be exposed to.

C.L.E.E.S.E.

Combinatorial Expressive Speech Engine
• A Matlab toolbox (open-access: cream.ircam.fr) that allows dynamic
transformations of human voices on 5 dimensions
• The main perceptual space is manipulated directly; real-time dynamic,
parametric, fluctuations in pitch, loudness, timbre, speed, and spectral
envelope (i.e. prosody).
• It allows us to generate an infinite number of natural-sounding,
expressive variations around any speech recording
happy
rich

trustworthy

neutral
+noise

attrative
dominant

pitch

…

pitch

C.L.LE.E.S.E. PROCESSING

Original voice

time

time

Example: {pitch, time-stretch, level} manipulated dynamically simultaneously

…

How pitch dynamically drives social
judgments in speech

Research Questions & Experiments
• What is the internal pitch contour of a stereotypical dominant /
trustworthy voice?
• Are male and female temporal dynamics of processing similar?

! Psychophysical experiments to study social first-impressions on
the word ‘bonjour’ (hello) using both a male and a female voice
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Generalization of these prototypes?
• Stimuli: 20 two-syllable utterances (10 ‘bonjour’ and 10 novel
words; from different male and female speakers)
• Thousands of different intonations of these words were
randomly presented to novel observers, including pitch
contour modifications using the (anti-)prototypes from Exp. 1

Pitch

Tasks

! Straightforward evaluation task on a Likert scale

Time

– “How much dominant this voice is?”
– “How much trustworthy this voice is?”

Pooled ratings
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Discussion
• We show how pitch contour dynamically drives dominance and
trustworthiness in speech
• Strikingly similar prototypes across both speaker and listener gender
suggests that humans have developed a common cross-gender
dynamic code to go beyond the dimorphic characteristic of the voice

Potential applications
• A real-time vocal “social make-up” that could be the core of next
audio algorithms in social signal processing
• Provide mechanistic accounts for people with auditory processing
deficits à a step toward more targeted rehabilitation strategies.
• Socially-relevant signal-processing strategies for cochlear-implant
devices
• Development of individually-shaped “speech therapies” for individuals
suffering from dysprosody, such as depressive people, ASDs,
schyzophrenian or in congenital amusia

insufficient in the case of fear.
In a control task using identical stimuli and procedure to those
described above, subjects were asked to discriminate the gender of
the faces rather than their emotion. SM’s performance was normal
in all respects for this task: she required the same number of bubbles
(average number required by control subjects ¼ 46.5, s.d. ¼ 9.5;
number required by SM ¼ 39.5) and she used exactly the same
effective visual information (the difference image for control subjects minus SM was uniformly grey). Notably, both SM and controls
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emotions (fear and happiness). We thus conducted a further
experiment to assess directly the importance
of the
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within that SM’s abnormal fixations do not arise
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Whereas control subjects were significantly less accurate at recog-

Rehabilitation of SM, an amygdaladamaged patient

screen, roughly coincident with the subsequent location of the nose

letters to nature
happiness should result in successful identification of fear by
exclusion.
SM’s failure to use information about the eyes stood out as
abnormal in comparison with every one of the ten normal control
subjects we tested (Supplementary Figs 2 and 3). In order to
establish further the specificity of SM’s deficit, we performed the
same two-alternative discrimination task in 13 subjects with unilateral amygdala damage and with normal fear recognition. All
made normal use of information from the eye region of the faces
(see Supplementary Fig. 4).
Although the large number of trials required precluded testing
SM’s ability to discriminate fear from all other basic emotions on
this particular task, such data have been obtained in a separate study
in normal individuals12. When asked to discriminate between each
of the six basic emotions (happiness, surprise, fear, anger, disgust
and sadness) and neutral expressions in a seven-alternative discrimination task, normal subjects consistently and specifically make
the most use of high spatial frequency information from the eyes for
discriminating fear. It is interesting to note that discrimination of

Eye-tracking measures

Bubbles measures

Figure 3 Instructed viewing of the eyes improves impaired fear recognition in SM.
a, When instructed to fixate on the eyes in facial expressions of fear, SM is able to do so
b, Accuracy of emotion recognition (^s.e.m.) for ten control subjects (white) and SM.
Whereas SM’s recognition of fear is impaired when allowed to look at the stimuli freely
(SM free, black bars), her performance becomes normal relative to control subjects whe
instructed to fixate on the eyes (SM eyes, grey bar, red arrow). The impairment is specifi
to fear recognition (left panel shows mean recognition accuracy for all emotions other tha

Adolphs, R., et al. Nature, 2005
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Conclusions

Human auditory processing has evolved to infer meaningful and
relevant information from others’ voice through robust filters
à [voice transformation algorithms + reverse-correlation]
= an approach to uncover social auditory filtering

This work was done in collaboration with:
• Jean-Julien Aucouturier (IRCAM/CNRS)

• Pascal Belin (Univ. Aix-Marseille, France)

• Juan-José Burred (Independent Researcher)

• Pablo Arias (IRCAM/CNRS)
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